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ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::in sickbay working on reviving Riley :::

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::pulls out phaser on Volton::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
:: starts to wiggle around on sickbay bed ::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
Geneva:  transport the captain to sickbay immediately!

FCO_Alexander says:
::reaches for knocked out captain::

<Volton> oh my.......i am terribly sorry...is he ok??

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
*volton*: I don't mean to disrespect you, but I shall have to ask you to step back.

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
Ambassador:  I sincerely hope this was an accident.

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
:: slowly opens eyes ::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
::checks out captain::

<Volton>but of course!!

FCO_Alexander says:
::phaser drawn, standing next to Landt::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
Rilley : You alright ?

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
::sees he is unconscious but ok::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
ACMO:    ::::groans:::::   what happened ???

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
All:  The captain is ok, he will need to go to sickbay for treatment though.

FCO_Alexander says:
::whispers to Landt:: It is telling all the truth.

<Volton> I am terribly sorry.....::puts on gloves:: in my excitement I forgot to put on my gloves

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
Geneva:  Please transport the captain to sickbay.

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
Riley : I am not sure ...they brought you to me knocked out you have had a bit of a concussion ...but I repaired what seemed to be wrong physically with you

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
::Get the lock on Captain::

FCO_Alexander says:
::watches Volton put on gloves::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
ACMO:  thanks Doc, but do ya have anything for this terrible headache ???

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
*Trans. Chief*: Transport the Captain to Sickbay

Volton
@::looks around: I do hope you accept my apologies...

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::eyes the hands as Volton hides them::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
Riley : Take this :::hands him some Little yellow pills :::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
Volton:  I'm sure the captain will know it was an accident when he recoveres.  While he is incapacitated, I will be speaking with you about negotiations.

FCO_Alexander says:
@SEC: Watch him like a hawk Lee.

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
*ACMO*: We're beaming Captain to the Sickbay

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
ACMO:  thanks Doc   :::::swallows the pills :::::

 Volton
@::nods to the Cmdr:: thank you..you are most kind...please ::gestures:: this way

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
*Lowell * Acknowledged

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@::follows Voltron::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
ACMO:   do ya think i can get back to duty now, Doc ???

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
<Trans Chief> ::Transport the Captain to sickbay::

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::following XO and Volton::

FCO_Alexander says:
@::follows Landt::

FCO_Alexander says:
SEC: Watch Volton very closely, I don't want anymore surprises

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Alexander:  ::whispers::  keep a close lock on his thoughts...I want to know if he is going to get hostile

ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM FOLLOWS THE VOLTON LEADER TO A MAGNIFICANT HALL

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
Riley : as long as you do two things #1 take it easy  and #2 don't play "superhero " if you feel anything unusual beside the headache ...contact us immediately

FCO_Alexander says:
@LandtL: He is definitely hiding something.

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
*ACMO*: Is the Captain there?

FCO_Alexander says:
::looks around unimpressed::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  I commend you on your beautiful architecture.

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::::walks up to the Bio-bed that the CO landed in :::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
*Lowell * he just arrived

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
ACMO:   well, I'll try taking things a bit easy, but you know me........can't promise on # 2.......::::::grins::::::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
@::smiles:: why thank you....

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
Riley : you want to go back to work or not ?

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
:::::looks at CO's body::::::

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
*ACMO*: Acknowledged

Host Nicke_AGM says:
@::excitedly talking: we have many such building...the architects take great pride in their building

FCO_Alexander says:
@Landt: Ma'am I am sensing extreme curiosity about us.

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
ACMO:   yeh, my humor ya know.......::::big grin::::::

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
::Keeping a closer lock on the AT::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
@Cmdr: so tell me...have you been many places?

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::looking around at the buildings and people::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
:::::walks over to captains body:::::::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::Starts studies of the ailments of the Co ..one of which is radiation poisoning :::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
all:   Captain ???

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
ACMO:  is the captain ok ???

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
Riley : well get out of here then ...I have an ill man to treat

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  I have been to many places including Vulcan, which I may add it a very interesting planet.

FCO_Alexander says:
@SEC: Keep your attention on Volton Lee.

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
Riley : He will be

Host Nicke_AGM says:
@Cmdr: do tell....... please...

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@FCO: Aye, sir.

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::starts blood replacement therapy :::

FCO_Alexander says:
::waiting::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  They have many ancient buildings and temples where they meditate and conference.

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
ACMO:  good, cause ya know........I'm sort of his body guard, and i was unconscious........so I didn't want to have to feel responsible

ACTION: THE TEAM HEADS DOWN A LONG HALL AND INTO A LARGE ROOM WITH ONE LONG TABLE SET LIKE A FEAST

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
ACMO:   I'll go now, Doc...........take care

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@FCO: I have the SEC Away Team standing by...

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  Have you ever left your planet?

FCO_Alexander says:
::pulls out tricorder and analyzes food::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
Riley : we can never help anyone when we are not conscious ... but I would less worry about this than what you should be doing now

FCO_Alexander says:
@SEC: Have them stand by Lee.

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
ACMO  ::::nods:::::

@<VOLTON>no , we have working on exploring but....::trails off as they approach the table:: Have a seat all

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Alexander:  Try to be a little more discreet next time.  ::smiles::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
::::::walk out the sickbay::::::

FCO_Alexander says:
@CO: Yes Ma'am.

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@::sits down near the ambassador::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
::::::gets in tubolift::::::::

FCO_Alexander says:
::sits next to XO::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
TL:   computer, bridge

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
*Landt * I have released Riley back to light duty status

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::sits near Volton::

FCO_Alexander says:
::discreetly scanning the food::

@<Volton>::: takes a seat with the other voltons at the far end::

::watches curiously::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@*Hein* Acknowledged

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
:::::walks out to the Tactical station::::::

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
::Nods to Tac::

FCO_Alexander says:
::nods at Landt that the food is ok::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
Ensign: thank you, ensign, i'll take my post...........

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  When would you like to start the negotiations?

@<Volton> ::smiles nervously: please ..enjoy the food...

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
::Move back to OPS station::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
<ensign>  aye , sir

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
::::::takes Tactical :::::::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
*Landt * But the Captain has a more complex case ...besides the bruises etc from the Landing  he seems to suffer radiation poisoning ...I would watch out for the possible source

@<Volton> Cmdr.  ::smiles:: we have

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@::takes a small bite of the food::

FCO_Alexander says:
@::follows suit::

@<Volton> I hope that it is prepared to your likeing....

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::trying to decide what to eat first::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  Yes, it is very appetizing.

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::work son other maladies, healing the bruised ribs etc :::

AS THEY BEGIN TO ENJOY THE FOOD, THE CONVERSATION HEADS TOWARD THE BUSINESS THEY CAME DOWN FOR....THE LIGHTS IN THE ROOM SEEM TO FLICKER

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*XO*:   sir, I'm out of sickbay, and reporting for duty, do you need another hand down there ???

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@Volton: when will we see the mining operations

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
?

FCO_Alexander says:
*SCI*: Can you detect any undue radiation on this planet?

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  What we would like to do here is to work together to...::sees lights::

@<Volton> work together. yes...but how can we help you?

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  It seems you may have a small problem with your lighting system

FCO_Alexander says:
::pulls out tricorder discreetly and scans the area for power problem::

@<Volton> ::sighs:: no . it is just this atmosphere...it has a tendency to interfere with our systems...we are still working on them..

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
::Still have a lock on the Away Team::

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@*Riley*: Listen, Riley.  Standby, we might need you in a sec.  SEC Ensign Hedrick will fill you in.

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::repairs damage to the brain tissue :::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton: We could have an engineering team come down and help you with your problem while we proceed with negotiations.

ACTION ; THE AIR IN THE ROOM SEEMS DRY...THE HAIR ON THE CREWS HEADS BEGIN TO STAND UP

@<Volton>::smiles::Cmdr. that would be nice

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
<SEC Hedrick>: Riley, we're on standby in case the AT get into a 'situation'.  Be ready to come in as backup.

FCO_Alexander says:
@Volton: What is the dryness in the air, Sir?

Host Nicke_AGM says:
@<Volton> oh darn...the humidity dampers must be down again...i do apologize

FCO_Alexander says:
@XO: Perhaps a science team could help with this situation Ma'am?

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
Hedrick:  acknowledged, Ens...........I have the bridge, just fill me in for what ever.........

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Alexander:  Yes, very good.

ACTION: THE WHOLE ROOM SEEMS CHARGED. AS CMDR LANDT REACHES FOR ANOTHER PIECE OF FOOD SHE IS SHOCKED...THE OTHER TEAM MEMBERS BEGIN GETTING ELECTRICAL SHOCKS AS THEY COME IN CONTACT WITH EACH OTHER

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*Lee*  I'll have the bridge, Ens, make sure you fill me in ever so often !

FCO_Alexander says:
@All:  Don't touch one another, that is what happened to the Captain, stay far apart!!!

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
*Trans. Chief: Get the AT out.

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  This *zap* is really *zap* getting out of hand *ZAP*

@::looks around nervously:: oh my...

FCO_Alexander says:
*SCI*: Need a team down here immediately.

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::struggles to tap communicator:: @Riley: You're ON!  

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
:::::takes a seat in the captains chair::::::

@<Volton>:::Stands:::

FCO_Alexander says:
@Riley*: Beam a science team down here now!!!

@<Volton>::calls to others to fix their humidity dampers::

@<Volton>Cmdr: maybe we should proceed to the other room and I can show you our operation and you can tell me exactly what it is you need

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@*SCI*  Please postpone the science team coming to the surface...the Velodons are having some technical problems that I would not like to interfere with our equipment.

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*FCO & XO*  aye, away team on the way

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
<away team>   :::::::all walking into TR:::::::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  Let's proceed then.  ::follows Volton::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::in the middle of delicate surgery on the brain of CO :::

@<Volton>:::scurries ahead:::

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
::keeps lock on all the AT::

FCO_Alexander says:
*TAC*: Belay that order ensign.

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
<science team>   ready to beam down

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@*Riley*: Hold on a sec...there, we might not need you yet.

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::Closes up skull of CO :::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*FCO*  aye

FCO_Alexander says:
::walking quickly behind XO:

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::checks to make sure that no other problems exist :::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
<science team moves off of the TR pad:::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::takes off the device that holds him unconscious :::

@<Volton>Cmdr: what is it you need?

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::following the others::

CaptTucker says:
::safely unconscious::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::revives CO :::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Alexander: ::whispers::  keep your tricorder scanning.  I want to know if the problems they're having are really all caused by the atmosphere.

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*XO*  what's your status down the, commander ???

FCO_Alexander says:
@Landt: Yes Ma'am, it has been going since the small repast they served us.

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@*Riley*  We are proceeding to another locations to continue negotiations.

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Alexander:  Very good

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
::Keeps track of the AT::

CaptTucker says:
::begins to come to::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*XO*  aye, keep me posted, sir

FCO_Alexander says:
@SEC: Stay close Lee, I don't want us to become separated.

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::::Observes Patient :::

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@FCO: Right.

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@*Hein*  How's it going with the captain?  Has he recovered yet?

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
::::picks up massive storm forming in the AT position::::::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
* Landt * I am trying to revive him now

ACTION: A LARGE STORM BEGINS FORMING IN THE ATMOSPHERE OVER THE PLANET

CaptTucker says:
Heinlein: The Voltrons... What happened...

FCO_Alexander says:
@Landt: There is a storm coming our direction Ma'am.

CaptTucker says:
Heinlein: Oh, my head...

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*XO*  there is a large storm forming in your position, sir !!!

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@*Hein*:  contact me when he is conscious.

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*XO* communications might be down for a bit !

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@XO: Perhaps we should postpone the negotiations.

ACTION; LARGE CRACKS OF LIGHTNING CAN BE HEARD ECHOING IN THE LARGE BUILDING

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
CO : From what I gathered you had an unfortunate accident when you shook one of thier bare hands ...you needed a few things done anyway so while you were out I fixed what I could as well

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
::getting ready to beam the AT aboard::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton: Do you usually get storms this severe?

FCO_Alexander says:
@Landt: I don't like this one little bit Ma'am.

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
*Landt * he is conscious now

CaptTucker says:
Heinlein: I have to get to the bridge, ::begins to get up::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@*Hein* Thank you

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*ACMO*  how's the captain doing, Doc ?

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
CO : Take it easy for the next few hours at least

@<Volton>::looks around:: oh.....well ..yes....they come and go...

FCO_Alexander says:
@Volton: Do you know what causes them?

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
*Riley * about as well as you are , Ensign

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*XO*  planet to planet communications are getting weak, sir !

@<Volton>Alexander: yes

FCO_Alexander says:
@Volton: And that is ?

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*ACMO*  good to hear that !

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
CO: But If you will take my advice I would get some bed rest for at least 8 hours

@<Volton>Cmdr.: once the storms dies down ..we can take a trip to the mines if you'd like ..but ::Looks around::

CaptTucker says:
Heinlien: Very Well, Thank You Doctor.

CaptTucker says:
::heads toward the TurboLift::

FCO_Alexander says:
::looks at Landt and the evasive answer she just received::

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@Volton: but what?

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  Yes, that would be fine, what's the problem?

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::raises an eyebrow in skepticism::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*ACMO*  will he be coming back to duty, Doc, or will he be resting ???

@<Volton>All: this atmosphere and the storms ...may be detrimental to you and your crew....

FCO_Alexander says:
::nods at Lee to move closer to Xo::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
::::starts working on other patients :::

CaptTucker says:
::gets out on his quarters deck::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
@<Volton> Cmdr: I wish no one else to get hurt..

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@::thinks "now he tells us!" ::

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::sticking to XO::

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
* Riey * I had requested him to take at least 8 hours bed rest

FCO_Alexander says:
@Lee: Are we able to communicate with the ship?

CaptTucker says:
*XO*: Commander, What's our status?  I have to stay off duty for some time, so I will be in my quarters

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  We will return to our ship until the storm abates.

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*ACMO*  are those your orders, Doc ?

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@Alexander: Yes, communications are holding so far...

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
*Riley *  the Man's body needs time to repair itself

@<Volton> Cmdr: if you wish ..please let me try to set up a "safe" path....like before...with the storm it may be a little difficult..

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  I do not wish any of the Geneva's crew to be hurt either.  The captain or I will contact you when the storm is over.

FCO_Alexander says:
::looking at Landt again, distrust coming into her eyes::

@<Volton>::Nods:: I understand

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@Volton: Exactly how do you create a 'safe path'?

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  Thank you, it would be much appreciated

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*ACMO*  got ya........I'll have him rest as much as possible........Riley out

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
*Riley* I told him 8 hours at least

FCO_Alexander says:
@Landt: Shall I call the ship to beam us up?

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*CO*  captain, good to see you and i are conscious again !!!

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@*Geneva*:  Prepare to transport the AT back to the Geneva on my signal.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
<Volton> Lee: here....I'll show you...::walks over to another panel and begins punching in some coordinates::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*CO* I'll give ya status reports of the ship and AT every so often !

CaptTucker says:
::arrives in quarters::

FCO_Alexander says:
@LEE: Maintain position next to the Xo.

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::looking over everything Volton punches in::

OPS_Ens_Lowell says:
::whisper to himself: sheessh let the CO rest::

CaptTucker says:
*Riley*: Thank you ensign, who is in command?

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*CO*  right now, there is a large storm down there, and its hard to get comm through

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*CO* i do , sir !

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*CO* contact me if you need anything further, sir

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
*Geneva*  Dismiss that order.  We will be returning by shuttle.

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*CO* riley out

FCO_Alexander says:
@Lant: Do you think it is safe Ma'am with all that lightning to move around outside?

CaptTucker says:
*Riley*: Understood, contact me if anything serious arises.

Host Nicke_AGM says:
@<Volton> Cmdr: i have cleared you at these coordinates do not stray and you will be safe

CaptTucker says:
::gets a drink from the replicator and sits down::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Alexander:  the port was inside and if they set up the safety shield, we may be able to return without much harm.

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
::remembering the coordinates that were given to us before::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
*CO* aye sir

FCO_Alexander says:
::looks at Volton with a lot of doubt in her eyes::

FCO_Alexander says:
@::nods at XO::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
:::::walks over to the replicator and gets a hot raktagino :::::

TAC_Ens_Riley (Replicator.wav)

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@XO: It would appear that Volton wants us to enter into the same coordinates as when we tried to enter the atmosphere...

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
::::::take it back to the captains chair::::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
:::::sits back down::::::

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@Volton:  We will go to our shuttle then and continue with negotiations after the storm passes.

FCO_Alexander says:
@Landt: I would feel much better if you let me lead the way back, in case of trouble Maam.

XO_Cmdr_Landt says:
@::proceeds to shuttle::

Host Nicke_AGM says:
@<Volton>very well....

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::Finishes working on a more difficult case ...that of Meyers :::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
:::::sips on his coffee::::

CaptTucker says:
::begins filling out his log::

SEC_Ens_Lee says:
@XO: However I cannot be certain.

ACMO_G_Heinlein says:
:::decides he would best be served by keeping him under :::

TAC_Ens_Riley says:
:::::::checking out all ship functions::::::

ACTION: THE SHUTTLE TAKES OFF SAFELY AND HEADS BACK TO THE GENEVA AS THE STORM CLOSES THE PATH BEHIND THEM..THE PLANET SEEMS TOTALLY ENVELOPED IN A STORM
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